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How Operation Cyclone won over the
Taj
Ashish Agashe, ET Bureau Nov 30, 2008, 01.14am IST

MUMBAI: The last of the four terrorists jumped out of the window of the iconic Taj Mahal hotel only to be shot
dead by the NSG commandos early Saturday morning while two more were charred to death.The terrorist's
death signalled an end to the 59-hour ordeal. The last night of the occupation of the 400 room hotel by its
unwanted 'guests' was as dramatic as the end.

Intermittent gun shots, explosions and some exchanges of fire broke the uneasy silence of the night, bringing
the enormous and exhausted media contingent out of their state of semi-slumber each time. The scene at Taj
Mahal Palace Hotel on Saturday morning was almost similar to the one at daybreak on Thursday, when the
Operation Black Tornado had just begun, but with a difference. Black plumes of smoke were billowing out of
the heritage hotel.
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The difference, however was this; approximately 59 hours after four terrorists went into the hotel on
Wednesday, commandos from the elite NSG had reclaimed it from the extremists' clutches.

The last of the three "war theatres" in Mumbai had been captured. There was jubilation all around and senior
officials from different agencies like the Mumbai police, the Anti Terrorism Squad, Marine Commandos and
NSG were seen congratulating each other at around 0800 hours on Saturday morning.

Four terrorists hiding inside had been worked out by the forces in the battle of wits as well as weapons.
Cornered due to the raging fire and commandos in hot pursuit, the last terrorist was forced to jump out of the
window from the ground floor and was shot dead by an NSG commando outside.

Earlier, a big fire had started due to the crossfire between the holed up terrorist and NSG commandos on the
ground and first floor (housing the shopping arcade and a restaurant respec-tively) of the minaret closest to
the Gateway of India. Knowing that the specially trained NSG commandos were behind them, the terrorist
decided to jump out of the window and was killed.

Earlier, close to dawn, a NSG sniper seated on a fire brigade crane on the promenade was orchestrating the
fresh offensive and there was firing from multiple ends - interrupted briefly by a loud thuds caused by
explosions - of the hotel under siege which created an impression that a terrorist has been cornered and is
being targeted.

Unseasonal rain started pouring soon and resulted in a lull in the offensive, but it took off briefly for a few
minutes at around 0515 hours while the final offensive, which resulted in the terrorist's death, was launched
at around 0630 hours.

The media contingent was asked not to use any lights (like flash bulbs, video camera light etc) so as not to
compromise the safety. However, due to the darkness, the media was not able to make any sense as to
where was the gunfire coming from due to which they had to keep ducking on the wet promenade each time
a round was fired.

By 0800 hours, when it became clear that the operation had come to an end, NSG Director General J K Dutt
walked in towards the media to officially announce the culmination of the biggest anti-terror op-eration of
independent India.

However, in their customary zeal, the media personnel huddled around Mr Dutt for sound bytes, forcing him
to walk away. Finally, the big news was made official by Mr Dutt a little distance away, leaving the foreign
journalists fuming as they were unable to wade their way through the crowds of media men.
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Explaining the operation, Mr Dutt said that the NSG took time to clear the area of the terrorists because they
were well trained and knew the hotel better. He said all the known terrorists who were holed up in the hotel for
over two days had been killed and there were no fresh instances of firing.

Accompanied by sniffer dogs, the NSG commandos then began a daunting search of every corner of the hotel
to find explosives, guests who had managed to survive the ordeal, and taking out bodies of those killed by
terrorists, some of whom included top corporate executives.
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